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SOME MODELS FOR ESTIMATING TECHNICAL AND 
SCALE INEFFICIENCIES IN DATA ENVELOPMENT 

ANALYSIS* 

R. D. BANKER, A. CHARNES AND W. W. COOPER 
School of Urban and Public Affairs, Carnegie-Mellon University, 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 
Graduate School of Business, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 

In management contexts, mathematical programming is usually used to evaluate a collec- 
tion of possible alternative courses of action en route to selecting one which is best. In this 
capacity, mathematical programming serves as a planning aid to management. Data Envelop- 
ment Analysis reverses this role and employs mathematical programming to obtain ex post 
facto evaluations of the relative efficiency of management accomplishments, however they 
may have been planned or executed. Mathematical programming is thereby extended for use 
as a tool for control and evaluation of past accomplishments as well as a tool to aid in planning 
future activities. The CCR ratio form introduced by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes, as part of 
their Data Envelopment Analysis approach, comprehends both technical and scale inefficien- 
cies via the optimal value of the ratio form, as obtained directly from the data without 
requiring a priori specification of weights and/or explicit delineation of assumed functional 
forms of relations between inputs and outputs. A separation into technical and scale efficien- 
cies is accomplished by the methods developed in this paper without altering the latter 
conditions for use of DEA directly on observational data. Technical inefficiencies are 
identified with failures to achieve best possible output levels and/or usage of excessive 
amounts of inputs. Methods for identifying and correcting the magnitudes of these inefficien- 
cies, as supplied in prior work, are illustrated. In the present paper, a new separate variable is 
introduced which makes it possible to determine whether operations were conducted in regions 
of increasing, constant or decreasing returns to scale (in multiple input and multiple output 
situations). The results are discussed and related not only to classical (single output) econom- 
ics but also to more modern versions of economics which are identified with "contestable 
market theories." 
(EFFICIENCY; TECHNICAL INEFFICIENCY; RETURNS TO SCALE; MATHEMATI- 
CAL PROGRAMMING; LINEAR PROGRAMMING) 

1. Background 

Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) (1978a, 1979) introduced a ratio definition of 
efficiency, also called the CCR ratio definition, which generalizes the single-output to 
single-input classical engineering-science ratio definition to multiple outputs and 
inputs without requiring preassigned weights. This is done via the extremal principle 
incorporated in the following model: 

s2=rYO iUrYrj maxh =h subject to 1 > , j = 1, ..., n, with (1) 

Ur, Vi > O,1 ..= . m; r 1.... s. 

Here the yrj, xii > 0 represent output and input data for decision making unit (DMU) j 

*Accepted by Arie Y. Lewin; received December 11, 1981. This paper has been with the authors 42 
months for 2 revisions. 

'See Charnes, Cooper, Lewin, Morey, and Rousseau for an exact non-Archimedean expression of this 
"positivity" with necessary algebraic closure. 
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FIGURE 1 

with the ranges for i, r and j indicated in (1). The data may be in the form of 
theoretically prescribed values or they may be in the form of observations. The unit to 
be rated is included in the functional with an index 0 as well as in the constraints, with 
the latter ensuring that an optimal ho = maxho will always satisfy 0 < ho < 1 with 
optimal solution values u,*, v* > 0. 

The main uses of these ideas have been in evaluations of "management" and 
"program" efficiencies2 of decision making units (DMUs) of a not-for-profit variety 
such as schools,3 hospitals,4 etc. The ability to deal directly with multiple outputs and 
inputs forms one part of the appeal offered by these models and methods for uses such 
as these. Another part of its appeal comes from the development in Charnes, Cooper 
and Rhodes (1978a) which showed how the theory of fractional programming, as 
provided in Charnes and Cooper (1962), could be used to obtain access to a linear 
programming equivalent. This, in turn, yields an implementable form for securing 
solutions to (1) and it also yields a variety of duality relations for interpreting and 
utilizing the resulting u*, v*" > 0. 

Strong (and sharp) theoretical underpinnings as in physics and engineering are not 
available in applications such as we are considering. These must be replaced by weaker 
support-such as can be obtained from other disciplines like economics. It is, in fact, 
one purpose of the present paper to sharpen some of the latter contacts, but even after 
this has been accomplished, one must generally be satisfied with weaker results. For 
instance, one must be satisfied with a measure of only relative efficiency based on the 
available observations without recourse to what a stronger theory might provide. 

We now try to clarify what has already been covered by reference to the illustration 
in Figure 1. Here we have portrayed the situation to be considered in terms of a single 
output, in amounts, y, and a single input, in amounts x. Three decision making units 
are to be rated for managerial efficiency. The production function represents the 
maximum output that can be produced for any specified input. The DMUs associated 
with P2 and PI both achieve the maximum possible outputs for their input levels, while 
the DMU associated with P3 falls short of the output level which is attainable from its 
x3 input value. 

To evaluate the efficiency of PI, we utilize (1), which, for this one output-one input 

2See Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1981), for further discussion of differences in "management" and 
"program" efficiency. 

3See Bessent, Bessent, Kennington and Reagan (1982). 
4See D. Sherman (1982) which also contains an interesting comparison that highlights deficiencies of 

statistical regressions (including translog and Cobb-Douglas regressions) and econometric estimation and 
similar approaches that have been addressed to these multiple output situations in the past. 
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case, becomes: 

max ho = subject to 
vx1 (2) 

1 > uyl/vxl, 1 > Uy2/VX2, 1 > uy3/vx3, U,V > O, 

where xi, yi represent the input and output coordinates of the DMU associated with 
Pi, i = 1, 2, 3. The ray from the origin tangential to the production function at PI, lies 
above the ray through P2 and P3. This means that the DMU associated with P1 is 
efficient and the other two are not. In fact, we have 

u*y /v*xI = 1 with also (3.1) 

U*Y21V*X2 = U*y3/V*X3 < 1. (3.2) 

This result is readily verified for this very simple case in which we evidently have 

yI/xI > y2/x2 = y3/x3. (3.3) 

See Figure 1. Thus for all u*, v* > 0 we also have the equality portrayed in (3.2) and 
the other conditions in (3.1) and (3.2) are necessary if u*, v* are optimizing solutions 
to (2). 

This results in a characterization of the DMUs associated with P2 and P3 as being 
"equally inefficient" relative to the DMU associated with PI. This characterization 
may be satisfactory in some cases. In other cases we may want to "fine tune" the 
developments in Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978a) so that we can locate differ- 
ences such as are portrayed in the P2 and P3 situations. Normally, of course, we will 
not have knowledge of the production functions but we can at least make a start 
toward this "fine tuning" to the extent that observational data may allow.5 It is toward 
this end that we shall direct our proposed contacts with economics even while 
recognizing that the concepts and definitions of theoretical economics as formulated 
for applications to private sector market behavior may not always be best suited for 
management science (and related) applications in the not-for-profit sectors. 

2. Production Technologies and Efficiency Envelopes 

The economic theory of production forms a natural point of contact with economics 
and we elect to take this route via the concepts of R. W. Shephard. To be sure, 
Shephard's work (1953, 1970) is primarily directed toward developing formal relations 
between cost functions and a corresponding production technology on the assumption 
that a theoretically known efficiency has already been attained.6 The production 
technology considered, however, encompasses the situation of multiple outputs in an 
unambiguous manner whereas other parts of (classical) production theory in econom- 
ics are restricted to the single output situation-which is evidently of little or no 
interest in not-for-profit sector applications.7 In addition, Shephard has introduced the 
concept of a "distance function"8 which can be related to the important pioneering 

5See Allen (1939) and Ferguson (1969) for treatments involving assumed knowledge of the production 
technologies. See also the survey by Kopp (1981). 

6Note that economics concepts such as returns to scale, etc., have no unambiguous meaning until the 
efficiency frontier is attained. Thus, by virtue of this comment alone, most of the statistical-econometric 
studies on this topic are put in serious question. Other troubles may also be present as discussed in Charnes, 
Cooper and Schinnar (1982). 

7Shortcomings of the classical single output theory even for purposes of economic theory are explained in 
Panzar and Willig (1977). See also Bailey and Friedlander (1982). 

8Actually the distance function employed by Shephard is more properly regarded as a gauge function in 
the sense of Fenchel (1953). 
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work of M. J. Farrell9 in measuring efficiency directly from observational data, at least 
in the single output case. In this way, as shown in Banker (1980b), Shephard's distance 
functionl can be used to extend these ideas to more general situations, including those 
of a multiple output variety. 

It should perhaps be explicitly observed that the CCR formulations in Charnes, 
Cooper and Rhodes (1981, 1978a) differ in important ways from the usual concepts of 
a production function at either the individual firm or aggregate level in both empirical 
and theoretical economics. In fact CCR refer to their function as an "envelope" 
developed relative to observational data from all of thej = 1,.. , n DMUs, with the 
envelope forming an efficiency frontier relative to each firm (= DMU) that is to be 
evaluated. It is to be borne in mind, however, that it is not always appropriate to 
regard this envelope as a production function in the usual (classical) senses for some of 
the uses to which the CCR formulations may be put. 

The developments we shall use here will be via the kinds of axiomatic formulations 
which have become common in this part of economics as a result of Shephard's work 
(1953, 1970). We shall try to do this, however, in a way that maintains contact with the 
kind of analytic formulations that are required for implementing these ideas in 
efficiency evaluations to be obtained directly from observational data. 

3. Axioms 

Our approach will be via optimizations conducted with respect to already generated 
observations." For this situation we shall construct a simple model with input-output 
configurations observed for each of j = 1, . .. , n DMUs as (Xj, Yj), where Xj = (x;, 
.... xi. .... I X,, j) is a vector of observed inputs and Yi = (Ylj. .. . Yrj, 
.. ., y) is a vector of observed outputs for DMU j. It is assumed that at least one 

output and at least one input are positive. Every DMUj used for efficiency compari- 
sons is assumed to have used the same inputs and produced the same outputs, 
although, in general, in varying amounts. Our objective is to characterize a production 
possibility set and, in particular, to determine an "efficient" subset based on these 
observed data. 

We shall represent the production possibility set as 

T = { (X, Y) I Y > 0 can be produced from X > 0). (4) 

Following Shephard (1970, p. 179) we then define the input possibility set L(Y), for 
each Y, as 

L(Y)=(XI(X,Y)ET} (5) 

and the output possibility set P(X), for each X, as 

P(X) = (XI (X, Y) E T}. (6) 

We next postulate the following properties for the production possibility set, T: 
Postulate 1. Convexity. If (Xj, Yj) E T, j= 1, . . . , n, and A > 0 are nonnegative 

scalars such that En = 1, then (y> XA, J= P\ Y;) E T - 

Postulate 2. Inefficiency Postulate. (a) If (X, Y) E T and X > X, then (X, Y) E T. 
(b) If (X, Y) E T and Y < Y, then (X, Y) E T. 
Postulate 3. Ray Unboundedness. If (X, Y) E T then (kX, kY) E T for any k >- 0. 
Postulate 4. Minimum Extrapolation. T is the intersection set of all T' satisfying 

Postulates 1, 2 and 3, and subject to the condition that each of the observed vectors 
(Xj, Yj) E T, j= I.... n. 

9See Farrell (1957) and Farrell and Fieldhouse (1962). 
l'Shepard's distance function is also in need of fine tuning, as we shall see below, if it is to be used for 

efficiency characterizations. See also the discussion in Fare and Lovell (1978). 
"1In this respect, we follow Farrell (1957). 
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Thus, T is the "smallest" set consistent with the observed data and the postulated 
properties for the production possibility set. Because T is based on convexification and 
ray extension, it is a polyhedral set. 

Next we seek to characterize any (X, Y) E T. Postulates 1 and 3 imply that every 
(X, Y) of the form (kE>i= AXX, kj iX. Yj) with k > 0, Xi > 0 and Ijn> = 1 is in T. 
Furthermore, employing Postulates 2 and 4, we can deduce that 

(X, Y) E T if and only if X > kj>= 1XXj, and Y < kj>= lXj, 

for some k > 0 and some A>, j = 1, ... , n 

satisfying the conditions 1j > 0 and X>i= 1. (7) 

In the economics literature, Postulate 2 is sometimes referred to as "Free Disposabil- 
ity," a term which appears to have originated with Koopmans (1951). This may be a 
natural terminology for a discipline which has the analysis of market prices as a 
central concern. However, it risks a confounding of "market (allocative) efficiency" 
with the more basic condition of "technical efficiency" which is one of our central 
concerns.'2 Hence we prefer to use a term like "Efficiency Postulate" which we have 
converted to "Inefficiency Postulate" to indicate that inefficient production is always 
possible in the form of more inputs, smaller outputs, or both. In a similar way we 
prefer the more neutral term "ray unboundedness" to other alternatives such as 
"constant returns to scale." In this way we call attention to the fact that our usage of 
the latter is for individual characterizations and also to allow for other possibilities 
such as the presence of capacity limitations on inputs, especially when inefficiency 
possibilities are to be evaluated. 

4. Shephard's Distance Function and Efficiency Measures 

Having thus specified the production possibility set T, we next turn to the estimation 
of Shephard's distance function from these same observational data in order to relate 
it to the CCR efficiency measure. Shephard (1970, p. 206) defines a "distance 
function" g(X, Y) of an input set L(Y) as g(X, Y) = 1/h(X, Y) where h(X, Y) 
= min{h: hX E L(Y), h > 0}. 

Employing the characterization of any (X, Y) E T as in (4), we can express h(X, Y) 
as: 

n n 

h(X, Y) = minh subject to hX > k E Xj, Y A k AjYj, (8) 
I= j=1 

n 

1= X., X >0 and k>0. 
j=l 

We next substitute ti= kX1 in (8) above. Thus, we have 
n n 

minh subjectto hX- ILXi>o I WY)> Y, (9) 
j=1 j=1 

pj > O, j = 1,2, ... ., n. 

This is a linear programming problem, for which a dual can be written as 

max UTY subject to VTX = 1, UT) - VTXJ < 0, j = 1, ,n, (10) 

U>0, V>0, 

where UT (u, ...ur, ...,u) and VT_(V,...vi, ... vm). 
This is equivalent to the fractional programming problem with fractional con- 

"2The difference between these two types of efficiency are discussed in detail in Farrell (1957). 
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straints: 

UTy ~~uT Y. 
maxh- U subject to < 1, j =1,. .. n, U, V > . (11) 

V TX V TX. 
I 

This could describe the CCR efficiency measure, except that each ur and vi in U and V 
is only required to be nonnegative rather than strictly positive. See (1). 

The positivity requirement would be obtained, however, if we followed the non- 
Archimedean formulation and development in Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1979),13 
as we shall do below. Hence we shall say that we have established an equivalence 
between the CCR measure and the reciprocal of Shephard's distance function for 
input sets L( Y), under the assumption that the production possibility set T satisfies the 
four postulates stated above. 

Fine tuning is also required for Shephard's distance function, as already noted, if it 
is to be used for DMU efficiency measurement. Note, in particular, that the set Ls(Y) 
defined by 

Ls(Y) = {XI h(X, Y) 1} (12) 

merely describes the boundary for inputs X= (xl, . . , xm) that can be used to 
produce a given combination of outputs Y = (yi' ... , y4 That is, following Shephard 
(1970, pp. 15-19) we allow for subsets of Ls(Y) which we shall designate as 

LE(Y) = {X I h(X, Y) = 1 with X < Xx= XXL(Y) unless X = X }. (13) 

This enables us to distinguish between points which are in the efficient subset 

XI = (Xl, *... , Xi ... * XXm) E LE(Y) C Ls(Y) and points which may be only on the 
boundary as in X2 = (x, ..., xi + d, . . ., xm) E Ls(Y) with d > 0. 

The situation which enables us to distinguish between solutions like X2 and Xl in 
our linear programming formulation is the achievement of an optimum value of 
h* = 1, but with positive slack in the ith input. In the situation for X2, efficiency is not 
achieved despite an h* = 1 since this inefficient consumption for input i may be 
reduced to the level Xi without affecting any other input or output. 

We may clarify what is involved by introducing ideas from Charnes, Cooper and 
Rhodes (1978a). In particular, we replace (10) with the following problem: 

s m 
maxz0 = uyo subject to 2 vixio= 1, 

r=1 i=1 (14) s m 
UrYrj- ViXij<0, j=1,...,n, and ur>E, Vi>E Vr,i, 

r=1 i=1 

where e > 0 is a small "non-Archimedean" quantity. 
The dual to this problem is - m s 

minwo - E E si + Sr1 subject to 
_i=l r=1 

n 

? = WoXio- E xXj - Si, i= 1.*,m, (15) 
j=1 

n 

YrO= rj-SX r = 1,.. ,5, X Si X Sr, > ?, Vix j, r. 
J=1 

Evidently we can then have z* =w = 1 if and only if the slack variables si and sr are 
all zero at an optimum. 

REMARK. Fare and Lovell (1978) discuss the relationship between Farrell's efficiency measure and 
Shephard's distance measure. The results are ambiguous, however, because they begin by defining Shep- 

13See also Charnes, Cooper, Lewin, Morey and Rousseau for a further refinement which relates the slacks 
of the ratio problem to the slacks of the linear programming problem.- 
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hard's distance measure to be the Farrell efficiency measure in a way that attributes properties of the 
Shephard distance measure to the Farrell measure as well, and an error in their "proof" (p. 154) leads them 
to conclude that the reciprocal of Shephard's output distance function (rather than the distance function 
itself) corresponds to Farrell's efficiency measure. They also fail to credit Farrell with the use of points at 
infinity, which avoids the problems they address. The above, following Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes 
(1978a), replaces this with a simple formulation in which the non-Archimedean elements provide what is 
required in the constraints of one problem and in the functional of the corresponding dual. 

To complete the cycle of connections between CCR efficiency and Shephard's 
distance function, with the related non-Archimedean extensions, we next turn to the 
output sets P(X) as defined in (6). For this set, Shephard (1970, p. 207) defines a 
distance function 

h'(X, Y) = I/g'(X, Y) where g'(X,Y)=max{g'jg' Y EP(X),g' > 0}. (16) 

By following an analysis similar to the one we have used for the distance function for 
input sets, it is easy to establish a similar relation between Shephard's distance 
function and the CCR measure (before adjustment for slacks) when T satisfies 
Postulates 1 to 4. 

5. Reduction of Postulates 

In order to extend what we have already achieved to the task of tracing the efficient 
production surface, we now delete Postulate 3 from our requirements. This "Ray 
Unboundedness" postulate enabled us to extrapolate the performance of the most 
efficient DMUs with efficient scale sizes (for their given input and output mixes) and 
identify any scale inefficiencies that may be reflected in the level of operations of other 
DMUs. By deleting this postulate we now restrict our attention strictly to production 
inefficiencies at the given level of operations for each DMU, and thus develop an 
efficiency measurement procedure that assigns an efficiency rating of one to a DMU if 
and only if the DMU lies on the efficient production surface, even when it may not be 
operating at the most efficient scale size. This identification of the efficient production 
surface will also allow us to determine whether increasing, constant or decreasing 
returns to scale'4 prevail in different segments of the production surface. To reduce 
possible confusion with the concept of economies of scale, we shall avoid any recourse 
to cost functions'5 and related price imputation requirements and deal directly with 
the inputs and outputs as they may be observed in vectors Xj, Yj for thejth DMU. 

Assuming now that the possibility set T satisfies only Postulates 1, 2, and 4, we 
proceed as before to characterize T as the "smallest" set satisfying the "convexity" and 
the "inefficiency" postulates, subject to the condition that each of the observed vectors 
(X., Y.) E T. Therefore, proceeding as in the previous section, we can deduce that a 
vector (X, Y) is in the set T if and only if 

n n 

X > E X1X, Y < ? XYj, (17) 
j=l j=l 

for some X > 0, j = 1, ... , n, satisfying the condition that En= IX_ = 1. 
We next determine Shephard's distance function for input sets L(Y) when the 

production possibility set T is specified as above. Thus we have 

g(X, Y) = I/h(X, Y), where h(X, Y) = min{h I hX E L( Y), h > 0} (18) 

which we translate as 
min h = h (Xo, Y0) subject to (19) 

n n n 

hXo - AXj > 0, = Y>1 Y1, E A>= l1 > 0, l n, 
j=l j=l j=l 

14We are here referring to returns to scale in the restricted sense of theoretical economics. See ?6 below. 
15See, e.g., Farrell and Fieldhouse (1962) for further discussion. 
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relying on the fact that h > 0 will be satisfied when the components of every Xi and Y1 
are all nonnegative-as is the case for the observational data we are considering. 

This is a linear programming problem, the dual of which can be written as: 
s s m 

max Y, ury,o- u0 subject to , uryrj- vixijX O Su 0, j = l, ...n, 
r= 1 r= 1 i= 1 (20) 

m 

E vixio 1, Ur, Vi > O, 
i=l1 

and uo is unconstrained in sign. 
This linear programming problem is equivalent to a fractional programming prob- 

lem,16 which we express as follows 

~2 r=IUrYro -Uo r=I________ max subject to s'= <rYI O j1 V, ur, vi > O (21) 
J27= 1vx1 

with, again, uo unconstrained in sign. 
Similarly, Shephard's distance function for output sets P(X) can be expressed as: 

s 

max h'(X, Y) = 
- 

~ 0 0 subject to 
s 

~E 
uy 

subjecttoV (22) 

r2 =UrYrj (2 

2~~~ 
< 

= l= ji o ... ., n, Ur, vi > 0, 

and vo is unconstrained in sign. 
Of course, in general, these two distance functions will not be identical. Further- 

more, we observe (as in the preceding section) that the set Ls( Y) = { X h (X, Y) = 1 }, 
where h (X, Y) is the reciprocal of Shephard's input distance function, describes only a 
(boundary) isoquant. This isoquant may not coincide with the efficient subset LE(EY) 
= {X E L(Y)JX< X, e L(Y)= X= X}, 

Following the analysis in the previous section, we introduce the infinitesimal 
non-Archimedean quantity 17E > 0 to replace (20) with 

s m 
max 2 uryro- u subject to 2 vixio= 1, (20A) 

r=1 i=1 

m s 

2 ViXjy+ 2 UrYrj UO < 0, j=1,. . ., n, ur, vi > e Vr, i, 
i=l r1 1 

and u0 is unconstrained in sign. 
In a similar vein, the dual problem in (19) may be rewritten as 

- m s 
minh -e 2 si+ + 2 Sr] subject to 

_i=l r=1 

n 

hxio -2 xXjS-Si+ = 0, i= 1,... m, 
j=1 (19A) 

E YriXi Sr = YrOX r= 1, ... s, 
J=1 

n 

2 Xj= 1, Xj , Si+ Sr- > O. 

16We omit the transformation of variables implicit in this, as given explicitly in Charnes, Cooper and 
Rhodes (1978a), and, by abuse of notation, employ the same letters for the variables in both problems. 

17As introduced in Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978a, 1979). 
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6. Returns to Scale Characterizations 

We now continue to extend our contacts with theoretical economics by turning to 
the problem of returns to scale (increasing, decreasing, or constant) as found in that 
literature. Once again, however, we emphasize that we are proceeding directly from 
observational data in our fine tuning of the CCR developments found in Charnes, 
Cooper and Rhodes (1978a). Mix and scale variations are likely to occur together in 
such observational data and so safeguards are required, as in our minimum extrapola- 
tion postulate, insofar as we cannot effect a separation of scale variations as in the 
formal theory of economics.18 We shall examine returns to scale locally at a point, say 
(XE, YE), on the efficient production surface, and relate it to the sign of the intercept 
term u0 in the fractional programming problem (21) for this purpose. 

We begin by asserting that the hyperplane given by 
s m 

~ Up~) ~ V1Xj U* = 0, (23) ur*yr - 2 v, i u0 ?3 
r=1 i=1 

where the yr,xi are now variables, is a supporting hyperplane for the production 
possibility set T. Here ur*,v1*, and u* are values of ur, vi, and u0 that maximize the 
objective function in the fractional programming problem in (21). 

We can confirm the support property of this hyperplane as follows. From the 
constraints to the problem in (21) we obtain 

s m 

ur*yrj- 2v, xiu- U< 0 for j = 1,... n. (24) 
r=l i=l 

Therefore, for any X1 > 0, j = 1, ... n, with En= X. = 1, we have 
s n m n 

2 )',1X7 * yA v* - x u < ? (25) 
r=1 j=1 i=1 ]=1 

Further, by virtue of the result in (17), we can express any point (X, Y) E T as 
n n n 

( \.X., E A>Y. where 2 =1, X > 0, allj. 

Therefore, we have 
s m 

(X, Y) E T E Ur*yr- VI* X-U < o0 (26) 
r=l i=l 

Also, since (XE, YE) is efficient we have 

U*TyE - U0 E = . o U*TYE V*TXE- UO* = (7 
V*TXEo 

E 0(27) 

Thus (26) and (27) together imply that U*TY - V*TX- = 0 is a supporting 
hyperplane for T at the point (XE, YE). 

Evidently this hyperplane is unique if and only if the optimal solution U*, V*, u* to 
the equivalent linear programming problem is unique and this is the case we shall 
examine first. By virtue of (26) we have U*TY-V*TX -u* < 0 for all (X, Y) E T. 
Hence in the unique supporting hyperplane situation which we are examining, a point 
(XD, YD) in the neighborhood of (XE, YE) will lie in the production possibility set if 
and only if U*TYD - V*TXD - U 0. 

18See the discussion in Gold (1981) concerning the impracticality of effecting such separations from 
observational data so that characteristically the problem is usually approached from the cost function side. 
This, however, introduces problems with prices and allocative efficiencies. 
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To ascertain whether increasing, constant or decreasing returns to scale are present 
at (XE, YE) we let Z. _ [(1 + 3)XE, (1 + 8) YE] be a point in the neighborhood of 
(XE, YE) by choosing 8 to be suitably small. Then we can say that 

(28a) Increasing returns to scale are present if and only if there exists a S* > 0 such 
that (1) Z4 E T for S* > 8 > 0 and (2) Z4 t T for - S* < 8 < 0. 

(28b) Constant returns to scale are present if and only if there exists S* > 0 such that 
(1) Z E T for all 8 such that I8I < 8*, or (2) Z X T for all 8 such that 0< I a < a*. 

(28c) Decreasing returns to scale are present if and only if there exists S* > 0 such 
that (1) Z4 M T for S* > 8 > 0 and (2) Z4 E T for - S* < 8 < 0. 

Now, 

U*T(1 + a) YE - V*T(1 + S)XE (1 + (S)UO 

-(1 + 8)(U*TYE - V*TXE- U) + SU* = SUO 

since we have U*TYE- V*TXEu = 0. Therefore, Z --((I + S)XE,1(I + 8) YE) E T 
if and only if Suo < 0 since we are restricting our attention to the case of unique 
supporting hyperplanes at E for the polyhedral set T. Employing (28a), (28b) and 
(28c), it follows immediately that in the case when a unique supporting hyperplane 
passes through an efficient point (XE, YE), we have 

(29a) Increasing returns to scale < u* < 0, 
(29b) Constant returns to scale X u* = 0, 
(29c) Decreasing returns to scale X u* > 0. 

In other words, whether increasing, constant or decreasing returns to scale are present 
at (XE, YE) depends on whether u* is less than, equal to, or greater than zero in (20) 
and (21). 

Figure 2 provides a generic picture of the situation in which scale changes are to be 
explored in the neighborhood of E. In the situation portrayed in Figure 2 we have 
u, > 0 for the intercept value associated with the tangent line at E. The same situation 
would obtain for the succeeding piecewise segment on the efficient production possibil- 
ity frontier. For the preceding segment where A appears, however, we would have 
u* < 0 so that increasing returns would then be present. And, of course, for the 

Output 
y 

/ 
// / 

Production 

w / . ̂  ~~~~Possibility Set. 

O 0 Input x 

///~~~ 

/ ~ ~ 1 
FI/R 2 
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situation with u* = 0 we would have constant returns if any such segment were 
present. 

Up to this point we have been considering situations such as the one depicted 
generically at A and E in Figure 2 where the coefficients of the supporting hyperplane 
are determined by the components of the outward pointing normals at these points. At 
points of intersection such as shown for the two broken lines, these expressions are no 
longer unique. The components of the two normals at A and E provide alternate 
expressions, as do their convex combinations, from which additional supports may be 
designated that correspond to positions of rotation for these supporting hyperplanes at 
this point. 

The above analysis considered efficiency measures based on input possibility sets as 
in (21). If we consider the alternative efficiency measures based on the output 
possibility sets, as in (22), then by pursuing a similar line of analysis we can relate the 
returns to scale at any point on the efficient production surface to the sign of the 
intercept term v* for the supporting hyperplanes. In either case, in addition to 
providing a measure for the efficiency of individual observations and a means for 
tracing the efficient production surface, our mathematical programming formulation 
therefore also enables us to ascertain whether increasing, constant or decreasing 
returns to scale are present at specific points on the efficient production surface. 

7. Concluding Interpretations 

In this paper we have provided models for estimating technical and scale efficiencies 
of decision making units with reference to the efficient production frontier. The linear 
programming problems in (14) and (15) are employed to estimate the overall technical 
and scale efficiencies of a DMU. The linear programming formulations in (19A) and 
(20A) take into account the possibility that the average productivity at the most 
productive scale size may not be attainable for other scale sizes at which a particular 
DMU may be operating. These formulations estimate the pure technical efficiency of a 
DMU at the given scale of operation. The estimation of most productive scale size in 
DEA is discussed in Banker (1984). 

Figure 3 illustrates these concepts of technical and scale efficiencies. The point A 
represents the DMU being evaluated. Its overall technical and scale efficiency is 
measured by the ratio MN/MA, by comparing the point A to the point N which 
reflects the average productivity attainable at the most productive scale size repre- 
sented by the point E. The pure (input) technical efficiency of A is measured by the 
ratio MB/MA by comparing it with the point B on the efficient production frontier 
with the same scale size as A. Finally, the (input) scale efficiency of A is measured by 
the ratio MN/MB, so that the overall technical and scale efficiency MN/MA is equal 
to the product of the technical efficiency MB/MA and the scale efficiency MN/MB. 

It is apparent from Figure 3 that the aggregate technical and scale efficiency 
measure MN/MA is less than the pure (input) technical efficiency measure MB/MA. 
This relationship between the two efficiency measures holds also for the general case 
of multiple inputs and outputs. 

PROPOSITION. The aggregate technical and scale efficiency measure as in (15) is less 
than or equal to the pure (input) technical efficiency measure as in (19A), with equality 
holding if and only if there exists an optimal solution to (15) such that the sum of the 
optimal values of the weights X7, j= 1, . . . n, adds up to one. The proof follows 
immediately by comparing the constraint sets for the two formulations in (15) and (19A). 

These developments suggest that a scale efficiency measure can be defined as the 
ratio of the aggregate efficiency measure from (15) to the technical efficiency measure 
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Two-Dimensional Section of the Production Possibility Set T by the Plane Determined by X= xX0 and 
Y =YYO. 

A = (xAXo, YA YO) represents the DMU being evaluated. 
B = (XBXO, YB Y0) represents a technically efficient referent point with the same (output) scale size. 
E = (XEXO, YE YO) represents a technically and scale efficient referent point at the most productive scale 

size. 

(Input) Technical Efficiency = MB = XY XY XB 

(Input) Scale Efficiency = MN = YB YN = XE YB 
MB XB XN XB YE 

Technical and Scale Efficiency MN = Y YN = XE YA 
MA XA XN XA YE 

FIGURE 3. Technical and Scale Efficiencies. 

from (19A). Further the value of _%,X* from (15) may be employed to measure the 
divergence from the most productive scale size. These possibilities are explored in 
greater detail in Banker (1984), and employed for a study of scale efficiencies and most 
productive scale sizes for hospitals in Banker et al. (submitted). 

We shall not pursue these ideas any further. Instead we close by relating these ideas 
to recent developments in economics. This will help to highlight some of the shortcom- 
ings of the classical, single output, theory of production19 and its public-policy 
consequences even in its classic (industrial) context while also highlighting some of the 
additional possibilities offered by DEA. 

As a case in point we turn to J. C. Panzar and R. D. Willig (1977) who are able to 
call into question important results which have been standard for classical economics 
in areas such as the relations of economies to scale to conditions for monopoly growth 
and the use of marginal cost pricing without the need for subsidies and/or subventions 
to compensate for the losses that are supposed to accompany this approach to 
monopoly regulation under such conditions. 

The developments in Panzar and Willig (1977) turn on the following formulation for 
determining whether returns to scale are present, 

m- Xi Yr 3y , (30) 
i- I ai r1 

'9See, e.g., Ferguson (1969). 
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with S > 1 if and only if increasing returns to scale20 are present at (x, y). Here 
+(X, Y) > 0 is a known transformation function which is assumed to be differentiable 
at every point (X, Y) satisfying +(X, Y) = 0 where X and Y represent input and output 
vectors, respectively. Since attention is restricted to one firm at a time in Panzar and 
Willig (1977), no additional identifying subscript is needed. Finally, it is assumed that 
each such firm conducts all of its operations on the efficiency frontier.2' How this is all 
to be implemented, tested or validated is not discussed in Panzar and Willig. 

In our (DEA) approach we do not require knowledge of the transformation function 
and we also do not assume that each firm will attain the efficiency frontier. Instead, we 
employ the adjustment procedures described in Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978a) 
in order to obtain new values xy, Yr, which are all on the (relative) efficiency frontier 
for each of the j = 1, . . . , n "firms" (= DMUs) represented in the observations. With 
these thus adjusted input and output values we will then have 

X 

2 

r-= iUrYS,; UOy 

(31) 

where we have indexed ut, as from, e.g., repeated applications of (21), to provide the 
relevant identification for each of these j = 1, . . . , n firms. 

This can be transformed straightforwardly into 

jlj ES1 O, =. (32) 
r= ~~~r=lI *YrI 

with S > 1 if and only if u4 < 0, i.e., if and only if increasing returns to scale are 
present, and S < 1 otherwise. This then is our analogue for the result obtained by 
Panzar and Willig. 

Note that we have not required their assumptions of differentiability and knowledge 
of the transformation function. Of course, if such knowledge is available then the 
measure of efficiency and adjustment to the frontier defined by that function can be 
effected in a straightforward manner.22 In other cases, however, the DEA approach 
permits both efficiency measurement and adjustment to the relative frontier in a 
readily implemented manner.23 

As Panzar and Willig note, their results apply only locally, and the same is true for 
S. Here again, however, an extension has been effected and given operational form. 
Thus whereas the results in Panzar and Willig (1977) apply only at the point (X, Y), 
our results apply over the entire facet formed from the set of basis vectors used to 
evaluate DMUJ.24 

Reference to (32) also provides insight into paths of possible further extension in 
these DEA approaches. Comparing the terms on the far left and far right, it becomes 
clear that our separation into scale and technical efficiency is obtained by relaxing the 
"unity-or-less" condition on the original CCR ratio formulation as given in (1) on p. 
1078, above. 

20Another approach to returns to scale which is suited to DEA and does not rely on the Panzar and Willig 
assumptions may be found in Banker (1984). 

21It is assumed that the transformation function is also optimal since otherwise this firm may have its 
markets contested by new entrants. This all forms part of what is called "contestable market theory." As 
summarized in Baumol (1982), this theory retains the behavioral (optimizing) assumptions of the classical 
theory of competitive markets but (a) omits the requirement of having a large number of small firms and 
(b) switches the focus from single output to multiple output production. 

22See the discussion in Charnes and Cooper (1980). 
23A code for doing this and other parts of DEA which has been developed by I. Ali and J. Stutz is 

available from the Center for Cybernetic Studies, BEB200E, The University of Texas at Austin, Texas 
78712. 

24The computer code described in the preceding footnote identifies the facet and the basis from which it is 
formed. 
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Instead of pursuing the latter course,25 we now close by simplifying the above 
analysis in a way that makes contact with classical, single output, production theory in 
economics. This can be done by first replacing the above transformation function with 
a production functionf(x) which is applicable in this single output case. 

Removing the identifying subscript j, we write y = f(x) for the output which is 
(uniquely) obtained from input x. Then we adjust the denominator in (32) for this 
single (efficient) output situation and obtain 

A U*0 _ - U0 
S= 1- - (33 

y y 

If we further assume that x represents a single input then we can also write 

y= x af + U* (34) 

where af/ax and u* represent the slope and intercept values associated with, e.g., the 
pertinent linear segment in Figure 3. 

Substituting from (34) into the numerator on the right-hand side of (33) gives 

A 8f f ) 

S= x a- y = ax / (35) 

Thus we have increasing, constant or decreasing returns to scale according to whether 

/Y 1 or equivalently, (36) 
ax < 

af/ax <y/x. (37) 

This is the well-known result in classical economics26 that returns to scale are 
increasing, constant or decreasing at any pair of coordinate values (x, y) according to 
whether marginal product is greater than, equal to, or less than average product. In 
other words, all aspects of that theory are preserved when it is applicable. In other 
cases we may use DEA to augment or replace it without breaking contact with the 
underlying concepts.27 

25One such possibility involves the potentially important "Congestion of Production Factors" introduced 
in Fare and Svensson (1980) as a possible source of inefficiency. 

26 See Allen (1939). 
27The situation is not unlike the actual use of dual variables in linear programming in place of the ceteris 

paribus assumptions of classical economics which mainly serve as only guides to the concept of marginal 
opportunity cost because these conditions can only rarely be realized. 

Parts of this paper rest on developments in R. D. Banker's doctoral thesis, "Studies in Cost Allocation and 
Efficiency Evaluation," at the Graduate School of Business of Harvard University, Boston, Massachusetts 
02163, 1980. This research was supported in part by Project NR 1947-021, ONR Contract N00014-81-C- 
0236 with the Center for Cybernetic Studies, The University of Texas and ONR Contract N00014-81-C-0410 
at Carnegie-Mellon University's School of Urban and Public Affairs. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
permitted for any purpose of the United States Government. 
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